40 years of
Exceptional Service

The Gangi Electrics
difference

Over 40 years of
delivering exceptional
electrical solutions

Operating nationwide in Australia & New Zealand
Gangi Electrics are one of Australia’s fastest growing
commercial and residential electrical contractors,

Family owned

Service excellence

offering a wide array of turn-key solutions.

Gangi Electrics is still family owned and operated.

We offer the same high level of service and industry

Because of that we treat our clients and our staff like

leading expertise to everyone, from multinational

Whether you’re a multinational company completing

family and we focus on building long term, mutually

corporations to one-man businesses.

a large tier one development or a homeowner who

beneficial relationships.

needs a hand - we offer the same high level of service,
clear communication and industry leading expertise.

Single point of contact

Future focussed

You’ll always have a single point of contact at Gangi

We are continually upskilling our staff and keeping

Electrics - someone in the Gangi family who knows

abreast of exciting technological innovations to offer

how to solve your problems.

you the latest and greatest electrical solutions.

Investment in local people & business

Workmanship guarantee

Sebastiano Gangi started Gangi Electrics in Mentone,

We hire and train local people, invest in local

We deliver the highest standards of safety and

Victoria in 1978 and quickly grew it into a widely

businesses and contribute to local communities

workmanship in everything we do. If something’s not

respected organisation. Today the business is still

wherever we operate.

right, we’ll fix it.

Family owned since 1978

family owned and run.

Safety always

Although Gangi Electrics has grown fast, we still live by

Gangi Electrics always prioritise health and safety to give our customer’s confidence and look after our staff. We’re

the same Gangi family ethics of integrity, reliability and

longstanding members of the National Electrical Contractors Association and hold several safety certifications,

respect. And we’re still delivering innovative end-to-

including: ISO 9001.2015, ISO 14001:2015 & AS/NZS 4801:2001

end solutions that solve our client’s problems.
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Our Services
& Solutions

Gangi Electircs

Industries

Our team has decades of experience in all aspects of
electrical systems, from simple lighting installations to
complex, high-tech system designs for large buildings.
Services include 24 hour electrical maintenance
- when you need someone to rely on, we’re there
around the clock.

COMMERCIAL

Whether it’s for a single dwelling, or a high-end

We can create a comfortable, productive space for

heritage restoration, Gangi Electrics can help you

your employees, and give your business the edge with

design and install modern and economic solutions to

contemporary lighting and data solutions. Our team

ensure the highest levels of liveability.

works smart and fast to minimise disruption to your
business.

> Safety Systems
> Energy Efficiency
> Lighting
> Power Management
> Audio-Visual Solutions
> Turn-key Fit-out Solutions
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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RESIDENTIAL

HOSPITALITY

RETAIL

From small cafes, to high-end fine dining institutions,

After consulting with you we can design and

Gangi Electrics has experience installing intelligent

implement electrical solutions to provide a premium

lighting and electrical solutions to help create an

shopping experience for your customers, and help you

atmosphere for diners and drinkers. We work smart

achieve your business goals.

and fast to minimise disruption to your business.

Data Networking Solutions
Access Control & Security

EDUCATIONAL

INDUSTRIAL

With decades of experience in education, our

Gangi Electrics can safeguard the long-term value of

Smart Technologies
Automation

experienced team know how to design and install

your investment by carefully assessing your industrial

Outdoor and Indoor Lighting

electrical solutions to help create a healthy, safe and

building’s electrical requirements, then designing and

Heritage Fit-outs

productive learning environment for students and

installing solutions to meet them. We always work

teachers.

safely and minimise risk on your site.

24hr Electrical Maintenance
GANGI ELECTRICS
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Who We Are

Same values, new generation
When Sebastiano entered his well-earned retirement,

Over the last forty years Sebastiano Gangi built his
reputation and the Gangi Electrics company by
consistently providing his clients with reliable, high
quality electrical solutions.

He became well known for his transparency,
integrity and industry-best workmanship.

Gangi Electrics has been Cotton On Group’s preferred electrical
contractor for over 12 years and we highly recommend them to any
organisation. During this time they’ve been instrumental in the
expansion of our head office in North Geelong Victoria, working
collaboratively with our principal builders and Cotton On team.
Gangi Electrics has undertaken extensive electrical, lighting, data and
security maintenance and upgrade works throughout our precinct,
including major infrastructure upgrades, while causing minimal
interruption to our business. We have an excellent working relationship
with the management team and we’ve found that every member of the
Gangi crew is reliable, committed and professional.

he passed the operation of the business on to his sons
and daughter, Daniel, Robert and Carla.
They continue to own and operate it today, living
by the same diligent, reliable, customer-first ethos
that Sebastiano had back in 1978 - while bringing
the company to the next level with forward thinking
innovation and national growth.

Be part of the Gangi family
When you work with Gangi Electrics you can be
confident that you’re working with a business that

Cotton On Group

prioritises long-term relationships and treats our clients

Head Office Expansion

and staff like they’re part of the family.

The iconic Albert Park Hotel recently underwent a dramatic
transformation; an extensive project that was years in the making for
Colonial Leisure Group.
We chose Gangi Electrics to undertake all electrical, data and security
works based on their vast experience in the industry. The Gangi
crew worked diligently with the teams at Six Degrees Architects and
Visioneer Builders to ensure that the project ran smoothly and to
schedule. With a reliable and dedicated project manager, all works
were undertaken to a high standard and exceeded our expectations.

Andrew Lewis
Morris Group
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Case Study

Case Study

Cotton On: Headquarters

Prima Pearl: Premium
penthouse apartments

Full premium office fit-out including custom
lighting design

Bespoke lighting, automation, audiovisual
and data

The Cotton On Group is a long term client of Gangi
Electrics - since 2012 we’ve worked in 14 of their

The Prima Pearl penthouse apartments are a collection

buildings, either brand new or redeveloped.

of ultra-premium residences in the Prima Pearl
skyscraper in Melbourne’s Southbank precinct.

We helped complete a full fit-out of their global
headquarters in Geelong, including design and

The apartments are the pinnacle of Melbourne luxury,

installation of a large data fibre network, custom

featuring panoramic views, large floor plans and

lighting, audiovisual and video conference systems.

bespoke detailing.

Their headquarters is a large, state-of-the-art building,
which houses up to 1,500 staff and features a kitchen,

How Gangi Electrics delivered

restaurant, lobby, world-class gym and garden.

We completed a full fit-out on these apartments, designing

How Gangi Electrics delivered

and installing modern, high-tech electrical systems. This
included full automation of lighting and power, and
integration of these into security, audiovisual systems and

To complete the fit-out we worked with drawings from Cotton On Group’s engineers, then met with

multi-room audio. Attention to detail was essential to our

key stakeholders and the Cotton On Group IT department to finalise the design. One custom lighting

client so we used bespoke, premium light fittings and the

solution was proposed by the architect that stretched 250m by 40m. The installation of this incredible

most advanced automation systems on the market.

design and its supporting structure was entirely designed and implemented by Gangi Electrics, using
millimetre precision to interlock its three stages together over 9 months.

Gangi Electrics has over four decades of experience installing
bespoke lighting and electrical systems in high-end residential

Whilst the precinct is continually evolving, we assist The Cotton On Group with electrical maintenance

homes and developments.That includes heritage listed

and service in all their sites. As part of our long-term relationship we also help with maintenance,

houses, where attention to detail is crucial in maintaining

support and project management for their offices around the globe in locations including Singapore,

heritage overlays and respecting the building’s history.

Brazil, USA and South Africa.
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Web

gangigroup.com.au

Phone

1300 613 688

Postal

PO Box 5074, GARDEN CITY VIC 3207

Melbourne

Geelong

Brisbane

8/339 Williamstown Rd

14 Shepherd Crt

Level 19, 10 Eagle Street

PORT MELBOURNE VIC 3207

NORTH GEELONG VIC 3215

BRISBANE QLD 4000

